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Example: choosing a JavaScript framework
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Foraging information



Evidence scattered across webpages…
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Foraging                          Structuring Information
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A participant’s notes in a Google Doc on picking a JavaScript library

Aspirational compassion table summarized 
from various sources that would help with 

decision-making

This is hard!
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Planning a vacation

Understanding  
medical diagnosis & treatmentsBuying a robot vacuum

Programming



Prior research — finding information 
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Finding APIs 
Stylos et al. 2006

Finding example code 
Brandt et al. 2010

Keeping track of information source 
Hartmann et al. 2011



Prior research — saving information 
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Citrine: providing intelligent copy-and-paste 
Stylos et al. (UIST 2004)

Entity quick click: rapid text copying based on automatic 
entity extraction 
Bier et al. (CHI 2006) 

GatherReader: gathering information while active reading 
Hinckley et al. (CHI 2012) 

Supporting Mobile Sensemaking Through Intentionally 
Uncertain Highlighting 
Changes al. (UIST 2016) 



Commercial tools
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Web clippers for  
saving content from browsers

Notes/spreadsheet apps for  
personal information management (PIM)
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Challenges

• It is cognitive and physically demanding 
for people to collect and organize 
information into structures, especially 
without proper tool support.
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Reusing decisions?
Not that easy!



Appropriate to reuse?

• People intuitively focus on correctness , however, it’s often 
subjective depending on the specific situation. 

• There are other facets that are equally important, such as context 
relevance or the completeness of research.  

• When unsure about these factors, people would rather carry out 
research by themselves than reuse.

12
Flanagin & Metzger 2000, Hoorn & Wijngaarden 2010, Markus 2001, 

Dorisch & Bellotti 1992, Paul & Morris 2009, Fisher et al. 2012
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Challenges

• It is cognitive and physically demanding 
for people to collect and organize 
information into structures, especially 
without proper tool support.

Initial person
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Challenges

• It is cognitive and physically demanding 
for people to collect and organize 
information into structures, especially 
without proper tool support. 

• It is difficult for subsequent people to 
judge whether it is appropriate to reuse 
learning outcomes and decisions made by 
an initial person.

Initial person

Subsequent people
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Challenges

• It is cognitive and physically demanding 
for people to collect and organize 
information into structures, especially 
without proper tool support. 

• It is difficult for subsequent people to 
judge whether it is appropriate to reuse 
learning outcomes and decisions made by 
an initial person.

Initial person

Subsequent people
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Initial person

Subsequent people

I study people’s sensemaking and decision-making processes, and 

I build user interfaces, interactions, and 
computational scaffolds that enable 
people to collect and organize 
knowledge to make and justify decisions, 

while keeping track of that knowledge and 
making it useful for subsequent people 
with similar needs.
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while keeping track of that knowledge and 
making it useful for subsequent people 
with similar needs.
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Pirolli & Card 2005, Davenport et al. 1996, Markus 2001

I build user interfaces, interactions, and 
computational scaffolds that enable 
people to collect and organize 
knowledge to make and justify decisions, 



Unakite (UIST 2019) 
Honorable Mention (top-6)
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while keeping track of that knowledge and 
making it useful for subsequent people 
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Pirolli & Card 2005, Davenport et al. 1996, Markus 2001

Crystalline (CHI 2022) 

Wigglite (UIST 2022) 

I build user interfaces, interactions, and 
computational scaffolds that enable 
people to collect and organize 
knowledge to make and justify decisions, 
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while keeping track of that knowledge and 
making it useful for subsequent people 
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Pirolli & Card 2005, Davenport et al. 1996, Markus 2001

Unakite (UIST 2019) 
Honorable Mention (top-6)

Crystalline (CHI 2022) 

Wigglite (UIST 2022) 

Strata (CSCW 2021) 
Best paper (top 1%)

I build user interfaces, interactions, and 
computational scaffolds that enable 
people to collect and organize 
knowledge to make and justify decisions, 
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while keeping track of that knowledge and 
making it useful for subsequent people 
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Pirolli & Card 2005, Davenport et al. 1996, Markus 2001

Unakite (UIST 2019) 
Honorable Mention (top-6)

Crystalline (CHI 2022) 

Wigglite (UIST 2022) 

Strata (CSCW 2021) 
Best paper (top 1%)

Proposed Work (2023)

I build user interfaces, interactions, and 
computational scaffolds that enable 
people to collect and organize 
knowledge to make and justify decisions, 
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Pirolli & Card 2005, Davenport et al. 1996, Markus 2001

Unakite (UIST 2019) 
Honorable Mention (top-6)

Crystalline (CHI 2022) 

Wigglite (UIST 2022) 

Strata (CSCW 2021) 
Best paper (top 1%)

Proposed Work (2023)

Consumer purchasing

Programming
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UIST 2019 

Unakite: Scaffolding Developers’ 
Decision-Making Using the Web

Honorable Mention (top-6)

Michael Xieyang Liu, Jane Hsieh, Nathan Hahn,  
Angelina Zhou, Emily Deng, Shaun Burley,  
Cynthia Taylor, Aniket Kittur, Brad A. Myers

Users need accelerators for knowledge for implementations in technology environments
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Trade-offs
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Formative Study 1: Developer Interviews

24

Goal: understand how developers currently collect and manage 
information about trade-offs

15 developers (5 professionals, 10 students) 



Finding 1: Making decisions is frequent and difficult 
in programming.
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13 developers reported being frequently swamped in difficult decision 
making tasks (N=15).

trade-offs among optimization methods when training neural nets (e.g., 
“stochastic gradient descent”, “augmented Lagrangian”, etc.)  

– P9

balance between cost and performance when picking cryptographic 
algorithms to protect users’ sensitive information  

– P13



Finding 2: Developers need tool support for making 
decisions

26

8 participants used existing tools to organize information (N=15). However, 
there are difficulties in:

“… copy-pasting is just too much work, and I lose all the 
styling” – P7• Collecting content

• Maintaining provenance ”...whenever I save something, I always forget to also 
save the URL [of the source]” – P15

• Synthesizing the new 
with existing content

“Evernote dumps everything I clip into a list of notes. 
There’s no way for me to organize them” – P9

• Tedious context 
switches

“I always find myself constantly switching back and forth 
between the notes tab and the other tabs” – P13



Finding 3: While making decisions, developers 
curate mental tables comparing different options 
with respect to different criteria

27

P13’s notes in a 
Google Doc on 
picking a 
JavaScript library



Unakite
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A chrome extension that helps developer 
collect and organize information while 
searching and browsing 
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Design Goals (based on formative studies + prior work)

[D1] Scaffolding: helping developers form systematic models when 
approaching decision making problems with tradeoffs. 

[D2] Lightweight interactions: reducing the cost of collecting and 
organizing content so that the entry barriers to use the tool are low. 

[D3] Summarization: helping developers synthesize and summarize 
different pieces of content together and manage them. 

[D4] Contextualization: enabling developers to recreate the context from 
which information snippets were collected and copied.

30



[D1] Scaffolding
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Criteria

Options

Evidence

The “Option-Criterion-Evidence” framework



[D2] Lightweight interactions
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Comparison table

Snippet repository



[D3] Summarization
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Comparison Table: a high-level summary of the decision-making space
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Ratings as evidence 

positive negative informational

Zhang et al. 2017

[D3] Summarization
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Evidence

Clicking on the rating icons in the comparison table reveals its 
corresponding evidence snippet



[D4] Contextualization

36
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Snippet Metadata

Information Source

Collection Time
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Unakite web app



Study 1: Authoring

• Goal: Evaluate the usability and effectiveness of Unakite. 

• Tasks: Collect information from Stack Overflow pages and 
organize them into comparison tables. 

• Between-subjects design: The control group used Google Doc to 
make tables, while the experimental group used Unakite.

39



Study 1: Authoring

• Recruited 20 participants (13 w/ professional experience, 7 
students), each completed two tasks in the same condition. 

• After the initial two tasks, all participants then used Unakite for a 
programming task they were trying to solve in real-life.

40



Study 1: Results - Unakite is usable!

• All participants are able to use the various Unakite feature. 

• On average, participants collected 3 options, 4 criteria, 16 
snippets, and made 12 ratings.

41

Participant P13’s comparison table capturing the trade-offs in 
choosing JavaScript front-end frameworks.
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Trade-offs in choosing 
cloud computing service 

comparisons. (P5)

Trade-offs in 
choosing hybrid 

app development 
framework. (P18)



Study 1: Results - Unakite is more efficient!

• Overhead cost: the percentage of the time spent on directly using 
tool features 
• Google Doc: copy-pasting, formatting, maintaining table, etc. 
• Unakite: selecting (snapshot), drag & drop, etc.

43

Unakite (25%)  v.s.  Google Doc (44%)  
(p < 0.01)



Study 2: Understanding

• Goal: Evaluate developers’ ability to understand the trade-offs and 
decisions with Unakite 

• Tasks: Explain code decisions made by a previous developer 

• 16 participants (9 w/ professional experience, 7 students), within-
subjects design, each completed one task in each condition

44



Study 2: Understanding
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Unakite condition:  
explore pre-made comparison table

Control condition:  
read the same set of web resources



Study 2: Result -  
Understanding decisions with Unakite is faster!
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All participants successfully finished the tasks in both conditions.

115 seconds (about 2 min) 332 seconds (about 5 min 30 sec)

(p < 0.01)
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CSCW 2021 

Strata: A Framework and System for 
Evaluating and Reusing Summarized 
Knowledge

Michael Xieyang Liu, Aniket Kittur, Brad A. Myers

Sidebar towards reuse and to assess trustworthiness and applicability

Best paper (top 1%)
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Key challenge: appropriate to reuse?

48



Our approach: framework + system
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Context

Trustw
orthiness Th

or
ou

gh
ne

ssAppropriate 
to reuse ?

Framework

+

Strata system



Generating framework that guides knowledge reuse
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Literature Review

N = 15,  
with developers Knowledge  

reuse

Online 
Information credibility

Sensemaking 
handoff

Exploratory Interviews



Framework 
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Trustworthiness ThoroughnessContext

Goals of the original decision

Contextualization of 
information

Situational awareness

Source credibility and diversity

Information up-to-dateness

Information popularity

Information consistency

Author credibility

Research process and effort

Alternatives or competitors

Usable artifacts
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Trustworthiness ThoroughnessContext

Goals of the original decision [23, 92, 
100, 101, 111, 126]

Contextualization of information [43, 
83, 85, 118]

Situational awareness [17, 33, 92, 93, 
100, 109, 111]

“This looks like it’s trying to pick a 
speech recognition API, but what I 
want is actually text to speech.”

“What does this ‘very efficient’ mean, 
is it ‘memory’ or ‘time’ efficient?”

“I’m using Python 2.7 at the moment, 
which is fairly old, does this example 
also use this version?”
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Trustworthiness ThoroughnessContext

“If it’s from Stack Overflow, I’m usually 
fine with it. But if it’s from some 
random blog posts written by some 
random guy, I would think twice.”

“Is this speed comparison [between 
React, Angular, and Vue] up-to-date 
now that Angular 9 was just 
released?”

Source credibility and diversity [35, 
39, 43, 87, 108, 118]

Information up-to-dateness [15, 26, 
87]

Information popularity [86, 108]

Information consistency [86, 87]

Author credibility [35, 65, 108, 113, 
116]
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Trustworthiness ThoroughnessContext

“How much effort was put into 
making this decision?”   |  “What did 
the author focus on?”

“I heard anecdotally that Svelte gives 
you much better performance than 
all these big (JavaScript) frameworks 
[React, Angular, and Vue]. I should 
take a look at that before I decide.”

“[Are there] any code snippets that I 
can immediately plug into mine and 
test?”

Research process and effort [100, 101, 
109, 131]

Alternatives or competitors [35, 87]

Usable artifacts [27, 97, 102]
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Strata system — extracting signals for reuse

56

Source 
domain

Timestamps

# of up-votes

Libraries, languages 
& versions

Example 
code



Strata system — augmenting Unakite tables
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Context panel
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Context panel
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Context panel
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Context panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Trustworthiness panel
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Finding alternatives using Google autocomplete
“[option name] vs ____”
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Lab study — judging whether to reuse decisions

72

N=20, between-subjects, Unakite as baseline

p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05

32.5% reduction in 
time spent

75.6% more valid 
reasons

126% more high 
quality reasons



Lab study — judging whether to reuse decisions
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“I realize that I’m more of a grab-and-go kinda person and I don’t usually 
remember to check how many up-votes a Stack Overflow answer gets or when it 
was last updated” -- P17

• Reminder of appropriateness properties

• Framework as guidance

“serve(d) as a guidance for things that I should pay attention to” -- P8



Lab study — judging whether to reuse decisions

74

• Using Strata when authoring decisions

“going through the three main aspects is like going through our usual quality 
checklist, which makes sure that we’re not missing anything” -- P6 

“if my previous browsing sessions are captured by this, then I won’t need to 
make myself available again and again if somebody else suddenly has a 
question that only I know the answer to, since I made it in the first place—this 
table thing will almost be self-explanatory” -- P13
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CHI 2022 

Crystalline: Lowering the Cost for 
Developers to Collect and Organize 
Information for Decision Making

Michael Xieyang Liu, Aniket Kittur, Brad A. Myers

Clipping resulting in your structure as tables and lists linked to implicit notetaking easily
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Can we do it automatically?  
By leveraging:

Machine understanding of 
web content and structure

Implicit signals from 
people’s browsing behavior



Design goals for automatic collection & organization

• Minimize the cost to collect 
information  

• Actively filter, organize, and 
prioritize information  

• Reduce the cost of incorrect 
automation support

77
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NLP Heuristics to extract options and criteria

79

Words and phrases 
between “vs” 



NLP Heuristics to extract options and criteria

80

Entities in page titles, section 
headers, and table headers, etc.
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Implicit behavior signals while browsing

82

Copying content Text highlighting Clicking

Cursor hovering Content dwelling



83
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Lab study — collecting + organizing information
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N=12, within-subjects, Unakite as baseline

p < 0.05

20% faster

p < 0.05

60% less overhead cost



Explanation for lowered overhead cost
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Explanation for lowered overhead cost

87

Active (manual) 
capturing and organizing 

Passive  
monitoring and error-fixing



Quality of the resulting comparison tables
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Qualitative feedback

89

“it felt like a mind reader. I know it’s not perfect, but I also don’t expect it to be, and 
would actually prefer occasionally peeking into what it’s been doing and fixing 
whatever that’s not correct than just grabbing everything by myself all the time.” -- P7

• Working with machine mistakes

• Reduced overhead and workload

“It feels as if I was sitting in the passenger seat and not having to do all the 
steering and maneuvering.” -- P8
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UIST 2022 

Wigglite: Lightweight Interaction 
Techniques for Information Collection 
and Triage

Michael Xieyang Liu, Andrew Kuznetsov, Yongsung Kim,  
Joseph Chee Chang, Aniket Kittur, Brad A. Myers.

Wiggling for information gathering and generating lightweight impressions for triage and encoding
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1. Initiate selection mode 2. Specify selection range 3. Copy the selected text
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4. Context switch to the 
note-taking app

5. Paste the information in 6. Triage the information 
with mental judgement 
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Stylos, J., Myers, B. A., & Faulring, A. 
Citrine: providing intelligent copy-and-paste 
UIST 2004

Bier, E. A., Ishak, E. W., & Chi, E.  
Entity quick click: rapid text copying based on automatic 
entity extraction 
CHI 2006

Kittur, A., Peters, A. M., Diriye, A., Telang, T., & Bove, M. R. 
Costs and benefits of structured information foraging 
CHI 2013

Chang, J. C., Hahn, N., & Kittur, A. 
Supporting Mobile Sensemaking Through Intentionally 
Uncertain Highlighting 
UIST 2016
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Wiggle the cursor 
back-and-forth over 
the content of 
interest to save it.
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Ending with a swipe in different directions to encode mental judgement (e.g., valence)

Positive valence, or “pro”
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Ending with a swipe in different directions to encode mental judgement (e.g., valence)

Positive valence, or “pro”

Negative valence, or “con”
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Ending with a swipe in different directions to encode mental judgement (e.g., priority)
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Wiggle the finger 
up-and-down on the 
content of interest to 
save it.

Positive valence,  
or “pro”

Negative valence,  
or “con”



Design goals

102

[D1] Accuracy It needs to be accurate and precise enough to lock onto the content the 
users intend to collect.

[D2] Efficiency
It should be quick and low-effort to perform, and minimize interruptions to 
the main activities that users are performing, such as learning and active 
reading.

[D3] Expressiveness
It should be extendable to provide natural and intuitive affordances for users 
to express aspects of their mental context at the moment, and in the scope of 
this work, encoding valence ratings as well as topic priorities.

[D4] Integration
It should be a complement to and not interfere with the existing interactions 
that users already use, such as using the pointer to select text and pictures or 
click on links.



The case for wiggling

• Mouse pointer is readily available 

• No clicking required 

• Natural extension to encode extra mental 
judgement 

• Do not interfere with existing interactions 

• Robust against false positives

103
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Topics view Holding tank



Lab study — collecting and triaging

105

Wiggling Baseline

v.s.

N=12, within-subjects
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[D1] Accuracy [D2] Efficiency [D3] Expressiveness [D4] Integration

24% faster58% less overhead cost
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[D1] Accuracy [D2] Efficiency [D3] Expressiveness [D4] Integration

• Participants collected almost twice as many clips using wiggling  
      (37.8 clips vs 20.3 clips, p < 0.01) 

• 79.6% encoded with either valence (62.4%) or priority (17.2%) 



[D3] Expressiveness

108

[D1] Accuracy [D2] Efficiency [D4] Integration

TP

TN

0 false positive (FP)
suggesting normal mouse 
movements would not trigger a 
wiggle activation

3.53% false negative (FN)
With the current implementation, 
2.01% did not activate, 1.48% 
activated on the wrong content 



[D2] Efficiency
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[D3] Expressiveness[D1] Accuracy [D4] Integration

Participants wondered if they could customize the system, such as by “writing some 
sort of plugin, like the one I wrote for Obsidian, to map the different directional 
swipes to what I want depending on the situations that I’m in” — P1

• Potential customizability

• Fluid workflow

“I just wiggle and move on, in fact, when I am wiggling on something, my eyes are 
already onto the next paragraph, no more stopping to do the regular clipping thing 
any more” — P11
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Future work
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What we learned so far

• Externalizing mental models is beneficial  
• Reduces mental load & scaffolds decision making 
• Explains/justifies decision making processes and rationale 
• Facilitates reuse of sensemaking resources & results

111

• Tools should reduce the cost of externalization 
• Providing in-situ info. foraging and structuring support 
• Enabling automatic info. foraging and structuring  
• Supporting lightweight interactions



Limitations of existing work
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• Problems with tabular structure 
• Doesn’t quite match people’s mental models during early 

sensemaking stages. 

• Disconnect between automation and user input 
• Limited ways for users to guide system automation 

• Limited ecological validity  
• Few evidence on how people use the systems for real-world tasks.

 Lethbridge et al. 2003, Crescenzi et al. 2019, Nguyen et al. 2016, Fisher et al. 2012, Kittur et al. 2013



Flexible organizational structures
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Organizing with branches

Huang et al. 2012



Flexible organizational structures
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Other potential ways of organizing knowledge
e.g., similarity-based grouping and categorizations

I plan to run contextual inquires and brainstorming sessions with 
participants. 



Limitations of existing work
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• Problems with tabular structure 
• Doesn’t quite match people’s mental models during early 

sensemaking stages. 

• Disconnect between automation and user input 
• Limited ways for users to guide system automation 

• Limited ecological validity  
• Few evidence on how people use the systems for real-world tasks.

 Lethbridge et al. 2003, Crescenzi et al. 2019, Nguyen et al. 2016, Fisher et al. 2012, Kittur et al. 2013
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Guiding automation with user input

117

Direction customization of scoring functions
Allow users to directly adjust the parameters.

Train an online learning model that takes into account user input 
(fixes of incorrect automation results) and improve its performance 
over time. 

- generalizable to all users and scenarios 
- allow additional signals 

Learning scoring functions over time



Limitations of existing work
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• Problems with tabular structure 
• Doesn’t quite match people’s mental models during early 

sensemaking stages. 

• Disconnect between automation and user input 
• Limited ways for users to guide system automation 

• Limited ecological validity  
• Few evidence on how people use the systems for real-world tasks.

 Lethbridge et al. 2003, Crescenzi et al. 2019, Nguyen et al. 2016, Fisher et al. 2012, Kittur et al. 2013



Field deployment study
Research questions: 
• [Usability] Can people use the system to collect and organize information and 

externalize their thought processes when sensemaking? 
• [Usefulness] Does the system offer value over what people would normally do 

when reading through and making sense of web content for decision 
making? 

• [Effectiveness] How much effort do people perceive that they have to put into 
to keep the external structure up-to-date and reflective of their state of 
thinking at any given point in time? 

• [Characteristics] What are some potential common characteristics of the 
structures that people externalize depending on the nature of the tasks?

119



Field deployment study
Planned approach: 
• Integrate existing and the proposed techniques into a new system. 
• A small group (20 - 30 users) of participants use the new system for their 

everyday sensemaking and decision making tasks for an extended period of 
time (~1 month). 

• Use a mix of qualitative (e.g. interviews, surveys, ESM) and quantitative (e.g., 
log data analysis) methods. 

• Present findings and offer design implications for future in-situ sensemaking 
systems.

120



Timeline
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DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.

20232022

Proposal

Designing + Building + Evaluating Thesis writing

Defense Graduation

Job search 🙏

CHI ddl



In-situ Information Foraging & Organization

Automated Information Collection & Organization

Lightweight interactions for Collection & Triaging

Flexible structures + improved human-AI 
interaction + field study

122

Framework + System Guiding Knowledge Reuse
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Crystalline (CHI 2022) 

Wigglite (UIST 2022) 

Strata (CSCW 2021) 
Best paper (top 1%)

Proposed Work (2023)

Summary of Contributions



Committee

Collaborators, friends,  
R2, participants, & instant noodle

Thank you ❤

Sponsors
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